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A B S T R A C T

We extend gigahertz time-domain imaging to a wideband investigation of the eigenstates of a phononic
crystal cavity. Using omnidirectionally excited phonon wave vectors, we implement an ultrafast technique to
experimentally probe the two-dimensional acoustic field inside and outside a hexagonal cavity in a honeycomb-
lattice phononic crystal formed in a microscopic crystalline silicon slab, thereby revealing the confinement
and mode volumes of phonon eigenstates—some of which are clearly hexapole in character—lying both inside
and outside the phononic-crystal band gap. This allows us to obtain a quantitative measure of the spatial
acoustic energy storage characteristics of a phononic crystal cavity. We also introduce a numerical approach
involving toneburst excitation and the monitoring of the acoustic energy decay together with the integral of
the Poynting vector to calculate the Q factor of the principal in-gap eigenmode, showing it to be limited by
ultrasonic attenuation rather than by phonon leakage to the surrounding region.
. Introduction

Cavities in phononic crystals (PCs) are structures formed by de-
ects in the material’s periodicity. These can result in cavity modes
t frequencies inside a phononic band gap, so that acoustic energy is
ocalized in the vicinity of the defect. Such cavities have proved useful
n confining acoustic energy down to sub-micron scales, because of
heir versatility and tailorable frequency response [1–17], while also
aving the potential for high Q factors [6,9,11,15,17–20].

Recent studies of cavities in PCs have demonstrated various appli-
ations, for example in sensing fluid-mixture ratios based on shifts in
avity resonance [13], in acoustic filtering based on coupling between
waveguide and a point defect [21], and in directional control of

coustic radiation patterns [22]. Potential future applications for PC
avities in which both the Q factor as well as spatial localization
ould be particularly important include energy harvesting [7,14,23]
nd timing in radio-frequency circuits as a low power alternative to
rystal oscillators [24].

In the electromagnetic case, spatial confinement in photonic crystals
s important for determining the strength of optical-matter interac-
ions, such as in the Purcell effect—the enhancement of the rate of
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spontaneous atomic emission [25]. Studies of photon confinement in
planar triangular-lattice photonic crystal cavities have revealed in-gap
hexapole modes and their energy density distribution [26–28]. Al-
though less frequently reported than for the separate cases of photonic
or phononic crystals, spatial confinement in systems combining these
two types of structure also have important applications, for example,
in localized opto-mechanical interactions [29–33].

Both spatial localization and spectral purity of modes in acoustics
are limited by the design of the structure. Slabs often perform better
than bulk materials, where acoustic energy in the latter case can be
lost to the body of the material. Cavities in slabs therefore generally
have the advantage of a higher Q factor and lower mode volumes than
in bulk materials [6,12,13,20,34–41].

To study spatial confinement of surface or plate waves in phononics
one ideally needs experimental access to the full 2D (two-dimensional)
lateral acoustic field distribution. Cavity modes in a square-lattice PC
with mercury-filled holes in an aluminium slab were imaged by Torres
et al., showing acoustic confinement in the PC band gap at ∼1 MHz [1].
Cavity modes in a honeycomb-lattice PC silicon slab possessing a wide
vailable online 11 April 2023
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Fig. 1. Sample geometry. (a) SEM image. The Si [−2,1,1] crystal axis lies in the 𝑥
direction. The green circle of radius 𝑟0 = 15 μm is taken to define the cavity in the
analysis. (b) Sample cross section taken through the centre of the cavity. The Si slab
is supported by an SiO2 layer on a (111) Si substrate. The SiO2 (blue) region directly
below the PC region was etched away, leaving a free-standing slab extending 30 μm
beyond the outside boundary of the PC region. The white dashed line indicates the
border of this free-standing region.

band gap [35] were imaged in 1D at ∼25 MHz by Marchel et al. [12].
Similarly, cavity modes in a snowflake-hole triangular lattice PC slab
of GaAs at ∼0.5 GHz were imaged by Hatanaka and Yamaguchi [20].
However, in all these studies no systematic investigation over a wide
range of frequencies was carried out, nor was the spatial decay of the
acoustic field in the PC cavity ‘walls’ elucidated, which determines the
volume for energy storage.

Studying PC cavity modes by imaging at GHz frequencies is of
broad interest, notably in sensing and telecommunications; at such
frequencies, time-resolved methods are effective in revealing acoustic
eigenmode field patterns in real space and 𝐤-space [42–46]. Here
we use a time-resolved optical pump-probe technique to image the
2D acoustic field in a microscopic PC-slab cavity in the range ∼0.1–
1 GHz. By comparison with numerical simulations, we investigate the
frequency response and mode field pattern both inside and outside
the cavity, thereby probing the modal spatial localization, the mode
volume and the acoustic energy storage profiles. We also simulate the
Q factor for the main eigenmode inside the forbidden gap, i.e., the one
with the highest Q factor, by a time-domain approach, and elucidate
the role of ultrasonic attenuation.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample geometry

The sample consists of a microscopic honeycomb lattice of circular
holes in a (111) silicon-on-insulator wafer produced by a dry etching
process [47]. Figure 1(a) shows a scanning-electron-microscope (SEM)
image of the sample surface, whereas Fig. 1(b) shows the layer struc-
ture. An approximately hexagonal cavity is formed by the absence of
6 holes in the sample centre. The 2D phononic crystal lattice provides
in-plane acoustic confinement whereas the slab surfaces provide out-
of-plane confinement. The insulator (silicon oxide) was removed by
etching to leave a free-standing crystalline Si slab of thickness 6.5 μm
2

extending 30 μm beyond the edge of the PC region, which occupies
120 × 120 μm2. The diameter of the through-holes is 5.8 μm (estimated
from SEM images), and the hole spacing is 𝑎 = 6.6 μm (lattice vec-
tor length

√

3𝑎 and filling factor 0.53). The hole pattern has 6-fold
symmetry, but the (111) face of the Si substrate has 3-fold crystalline
symmetry, with the crystal axes aligned along the symmetry directions
of the hole array [see Fig. 1(a)]. Phonon dispersion simulations (see
Section 3.2) reveal a complete (i.e., omnidirectional) band gap between
230 and 320 MHz, characteristic of phononic honeycomb lattices in
thin plates [48,49]. Our design provides a sufficient number of unit
cells around the cavity for the PC to confine phonons at bandgap fre-
quencies. A Pt dot of diameter 2.5 μm and thickness 30 nm is deposited
in the cavity centre by focused ion beam (FIB) deposition to facilitate
optoacoustic excitation.

2.2. Experimental method

Laterally propagating phonons in the slab are excited and detected
using an optical pump-probe set-up with a Ti:sapphire femtosecond
laser of repetition rate 𝑓rep = 80.4 MHz, generating pulses of duration
∼100 fs that are focused with a 50× objective lens onto the sample.
The pump beam, of wavelength of 415 nm (obtained with a second-
harmonic crystal) and a FWHM (full-width-at-half-maximum) spot di-
ameter of ∼1 μm, excites a broadband surface-phonon wavepacket at
the Pt dot in the centre of the PC cavity with a pulse energy of
∼0.3 nJ by thermoelastic expansion. The probe beam, of wavelength
830 nm and FWHM spot diameter ∼2 μm, passes through a variable
delay relative to the pump beam, and after normal-incidence reflection
from the sample passes through a common-path interferometer system
that detects the out-of-plane (𝑧-directed) surface particle velocity [50]
over the 12.4 ns laser repetition period at 0.43 ns intervals with a pulse
energy of ∼0.1 nJ. The pump beam is chopped at 1 MHz for lock-in
detection purposes. While keeping the pump spot fixed, the probe spot
is scanned across the sample to generate images of the 2D acoustic
wave field evolution over an area of ∼120 × 120 μm2 in the 𝑥–𝑦 plane,
allowing animations of the surface motion to be obtained at acoustic
frequencies up to ∼1 GHz. The approach is similar to that used for
previous PC imaging studies, making use in our case of two probe pulses
at an interval of 300 ps to monitor the out-of-plane surface particle
velocity [43–45]. The use of two probe pulses allows a differential
measurement, resulting in the imaging of the out-of-plane velocity
rather than the displacement. The continuous repetition of the pump
laser pulses induces a nondestructive local steady-state heating of ∼10 K
(i.e., the temperature rise at the centre of the pump spot that would
occur if the pump beam had a constant intensity with the same average
power) and a transient rise of ∼1000 K [46,51].

3. Results

3.1. Experimental results

Figure 2(a) and (b) show experimental snapshots of the out-of-plane
acoustic particle velocity (𝑢𝑧) field at two different delay times 6.8
and 8.1 ns (after the arrival of an optical pump pulse), superimposed
on the static probe-beam reflectance field 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) [see Fig. 2(e)] to
clearly reveal the hole positions and illustrate the out-of-plane motion.
Images without an 𝑅 contribution are shown in Fig. 2(c), (d). The
6-fold symmetry of the PC structure and concentration of acoustic
amplitude in the central cavity region are evident. This confinement
is maintained over the whole time window of measurement (see the
Supplementary Information for a time-domain 2D animation of 29
frames). The sampled temporal variation obtained from the sum of
three symmetrically equivalent points in the cavity is shown in Fig. 2(f),
dominated by a 402 MHz oscillation. (Use of three points allows a better
signal-to-noise ratio to be obtained.) Periodic laser pulse excitation
implies that acoustic generation occurs at integral multiples (𝑓 = 𝑚𝑓 )
rep
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Fig. 2. Time-domain experimental images and data for the honeycomb PC cavity
sample. (a)–(d) Experimental time-resolved images of the acoustic field at 6.9 and
at 8.1 ns. (a), (b) 3D renderings made by combining out-of-plane surface velocity (𝑢𝑧)
and reflected probe intensity fields. (c), (d) Images of the out-of-plane surface particle
velocity 𝑢𝑧. (e) Experimental image of the probe beam reflectivity 𝑅. (f) Time-domain
variation of 𝑢𝑧 sampled at three symmetrically equivalent points in the cavity, as shown
in (e) in green. The colour scales are the same for (a), (b) and for (c), (d).

of the laser repetition rate. The proximity of 402 MHz (𝑚 = 5) to a
cavity resonance leads to this oscillation dominating the time-domain
response. Although this mode is outside the band gap, there is still a
confinement effect owing to the close proximity of the holes.

To elucidate the frequency dependence of the acoustic eigenstate
distribution we perform temporal Fourier transforms of the 𝑢𝑧 data,
taking the real part. Figure 3(a) (left-hand column) shows frequency-
resolved acoustic fields thus obtained at six equally spaced frequencies
determined by 𝑓rep = 80.4 MHz. (Modulus and phase plots are given
together with data up to ∼1 GHz in the Supplementary Information.)
Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding frequency-resolved acoustic fields
in 𝐤-space, obtained from the modulus of spatiotemporal Fourier trans-
forms. Striking variations of the acoustic field penetration over the
surface with frequency are evident in Fig. 3(a). At ∼80 MHz, the acous-
tic wavelength is relatively long compared to the hole separation, and
penetration is evident over the whole PC area. From the corresponding
𝐤-space image, which is dominated by the PC-region contribution, we
estimate the wavelength to be ∼24 μm with a corresponding sound ve-
locity ∼2000 ms−1. We believe this frequency exhibits modes analogous
to the antisymmetric A0 mode in an slab with no holes, as discussed in
the Supplementary Information. The data at 161 MHz shows a similar
behaviour, but with shorter wavelengths. At 241 and 322 MHz most of
the acoustic energy is confined to the central cavity (as expected from
the extent of the phononic band gap—see Section 3.2). At 402 MHz
there is again efficient confinement. Approximate mode volumes 𝑉𝑚 can
be calculated [20,26] by integration up to the PC outer boundary using
the equation 𝑉𝑚 = ∫ (|𝑢𝑧|∕max|𝑢𝑧|)2 ℎ 𝑑2𝐫, where ℎ is the slab thickness
and 𝑢 here represents a Fourier component, giving experimental values
3

𝑧

of 400 and 1400 μm3 at 241 and 402 MHz, respectively. Modes outside
the band gap, such as near 402 MHz, are ‘‘leaky’’, so their mode volume
is formally infinite if the region of integration is extended to all space.
Moreover, as we shall see below, these frequencies do not correspond
exactly to ‘‘modes’’ since their frequencies are off resonance. However,
the present estimations allow a rough comparison of the in-gap and
outside-gap cases. At higher frequencies significant acoustic ampli-
tude extends more than halfway to the PC outer boundary (see the
Supplementary Information for constant-frequency animations).

The 𝐤-space plots of Fig. 3(b) are closely related to constant-
frequency surfaces in the dispersion relation [42,44,45]. At 80 MHz,
Bloch harmonics are clearly seen as faint rings surrounding the central
bright ring. In addition to the Bloch harmonics, there is also a per-
turbative contribution from the effect of the spatially periodic optical
reflectivity of the sample [45], which we shall ignore in this paper.
At higher frequencies the Bloch harmonics produce more complex
field patterns. Although the underlying silicon (111) slab has 3-fold
rotational symmetry, the eigenmode field pattern is largely dominated
by the 6-fold symmetric phononic lattice, except at 322 MHz where the
experimental field pattern clearly shows evidence of 3-fold symmetry,
visible in the real-space image in the central region. Such 3-fold
symmetry has previously been noted in the vibrational field pattern of
hexagonal pillars on (111) GaAs crystal surfaces [52], and is detectable
in point-excited waves on a bare (111) slab (see the Supplementary
Information). It is difficult to speculate on the reason why the 3-fold
symmetry dominates only at certain frequencies.

3.2. Numerical simulations

To understand the experimental results we perform numerical acous-
tic simulations using PZFlex (Weidlinger Associates Inc.) and COMSOL
Multiphysics (see the Supplementary Information). We first compare
simulated dispersion relations for a slab with and without holes using
literature values for the density and elastic constants. (Air damping
is not expected to be significant [20]). For an identical silicon slab
with no holes, and taking into account the anisotropy of the (111)
cut, the dispersion relation calculated with COMSOL is shown in
Fig. 4(a) for the [−2,1,1] propagation direction [see Fig. 1(a)]. The
dispersion relation consists of Lamb modes, including antisymmetric
(A), symmetric (S) and shear horizontal (SH) modes, of various orders.
(See the Supplementary Information and below for further discussion
of the slab without holes.) The SH modes do not engender out-of-
plane motion. With the inclusion of holes, the PC lattice significantly
modifies this relatively simple mode description. Figure 4(b) shows
the frequency-domain COMSOL-simulated dispersion relation for a
periodically repeated unit cell of the honeycomb-lattice PC silicon slab.
A variety of modes are exhibited, as well as an omnidirectional band
gap between 230 and 320 MHz.

Next, for direct comparison with experiment, we present time-
domain simulations with PZFlex using a one-sided impulsive excitation
(see the Supplementary Information for details, including the effect of
ultrasonic attenuation (∝𝑓 2 [53]) and a simulation time window of
373 ns. This allows a higher spatial and frequency resolution (0.2 μm
and 2.7 MHz) than is available in experiment (2 μm and 80 MHz), and
gives access to the acoustic field over the whole 3D volume. The
excitation is chosen to yield a similar phonon frequency spectrum
(≲1 GHz) to that observed in experiment, but rather than a periodic
series of excitation pulses as in the experiment, we use a single pulse.
(See the Supplementary Information for a time-domain 2D animation.)

Temporal and spatiotemporal Fourier transforms are shown in real-
and 𝐤-space in Fig. 3(c) and (d), respectively, for the same frequencies
as probed in experiment. The field patterns generally show very good
agreement with experiment, including the rotational symmetry. Small
differences could be caused by, apart from the different excitation,
imperfections in the sample or by a small deviation of the pump spot
from the central position. (Animations of these field patterns and those
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Fig. 3. Frequency-resolved acoustic fields. Experimental (a) real-space (temporal
Re(FT)) and (b) 𝐤-space (spatiotemporal |FT|) fields compared with (c), (d) equivalent
simulated fields. The first Brillouin Zone of the phononic lattice is indicated by the
central hexagon (in blue) in (d) at 80 MHz. The complete BZ structure is shown in (d)
at 482 MHz by the blue lines, and reciprocal lattice points are shown by the blue dots.
The colour scales for each plot are normalized individually. FT: Fourier transform of
the surface particle velocity 𝑢𝑧.

Fig. 4. Dispersion relation for laterally-propagating acoustic waves in a silicon (111)
slab of thickness 6.5 μm for the [−2, 1, 1] (i.e. x) direction. (a) For a slab with no
holes. Insets: unit cell and first Brillouin zone (BZ) for the honeycomb PC structure (hole
spacing 𝑎 = 6.6 μm). (b) For a similar slab with a honeycomb-lattice PC. The 𝐤-vector
directions used in (b) correspond to the BZ inset in (a). A complete phononic band gap
in the range 230 and 320 MHz is indicated by the pink shading. The horizontal scales
measured in 1/μm are the same in (a) and (b).
4

Fig. 5. Representative phononic spectra for experiment and simulation. (a) Experi-
mental phonon spectrum in the cavity region. Inset: the (green) circle (of the same
dimensions as that in Fig. 1) shows the region sampled. (b) Corresponding simulated
phonon spectrum. Inset: mode field pattern at 252 MHz, plotted using Re(FT) as in
Fig. 3. (c) Experimental phonon spectrum in an annular region away from the cavity.
Inset: the (green) annulus shows the region sampled. (d) Simulated phonon spectrum
in the annular region. The simulated band gap is indicated by the pink shading. Inset:
mode field pattern at 394 MHz, plotted using Re(FT) as in Fig. 3. The vertical scales in
the present figure can be compared to assess the relative amplitudes in the experiment
or in the simulation. The colour scales of the insets are the same as in Fig. 3(c). Expt.
and Sim. refer to experiment and simulation.

of the experiment are available in the Supplementary Information.) For
the simulations at 80 MHz, the dominant phonon wavelength 𝜆𝑥 in the
𝑥 direction is approximately equal to twice the honeycomb centre-to-
centre distance, i.e. 𝜆𝑥 = 2

√

3𝑎 ≈ 23 μm, or 𝑘𝑥 = 𝜋∕(
√

3𝑎) ≈ 0.27 μm−1,
which is smaller than the corresponding value at the first Brillouin-
zone (BZ) edge (𝑘𝑥 = 2𝜋∕(3𝑎) ≈ 0.32 μm−1). The BZ is shown by the
blue hexagon in Fig. 3(d) in the 80 MHz image. At frequencies inside
or near the calculated band gap, i.e. at 241 and 322 MHz respectively,
the phonons are strongly attenuated outside the cavity, as observed in
experiment. At higher frequencies, the field patterns in the simulations
show significant penetration in the PC region. At 482 MHz, a striking
real-space periodic field pattern is evident, leading to an array of bright
dots in 𝐤-space, primarily at the zone centre and equivalent positions
in translated BZs. At this frequency, the dispersion relation of Fig. 4(b)
indicates that either a low-group velocity zone-centre eigenmode or
ones at the 2nd BZ edge may be responsible. The effect of Bloch
harmonics produces an array of dots in 𝐤-space at the centre of each
translated BZ, as previously observed for other PC lattices [43,54]. We
have superimposed the full BZ pattern on the image in Fig. 3(d) at
482 MHz using blue lines. Slab cross-section deformation plots, as well
as a comparison between the PZFlex- and COMSOL-derived dispersion
relations, are given in the Supplementary Information. The deformation
plots allow one to determine if the predominant polarization at a
specific frequency is symmetric or antisymmetric. The data of Fig. 3
all arise from prominently antisymmetric modes in the cavity region.

4. Discussion

4.1. Frequency spectra

Selective analysis of different regions of the sample surface allows
a comparison between the phononic response inside the cavity with
that outside. To analyse the cavity region, we average the modulus
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Fig. 6. Plots elucidating the radial dependence of the integral of |𝑢𝑧|
2 in the cavity,

orrelated with the stored acoustic energy. Integrations are made over a region of
adius 𝑅, where the cavity radius 𝑟0 = 15 μm is shown in Fig. 1(a). (a) Experiment.
b) Simulation. The blue curves correspond to frequencies in or near the phononic
and gap. (c), (d) Ratio of the integral of |𝑢𝑧|

2 over a circle of radius 𝑅 = 𝑟0 to that
ver a circle of radius 𝑅 = 55 μm, for experiment and simulation, respectively. The
imulated band gap is indicated by the pink shading. Vertical scales in (a) and (b) are
ormalized to a value of 1 at radius 𝑟0. The calculations are done for each Fourier
omponent individually.

f the temporal Fourier transform over an enclosing circle of radius
5 μm centred on the cavity, as indicated in Fig. 1(a). Phonon spectra
btained in this way are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for experiment and
imulation, respectively. For the experiment we observe a large peak at
02 MHz and a small one at 723 MHz. For the simulation we observe
large peak at 252 MHz and a number of smaller ones, for example at
94 and 705 MHz, close to those experimentally observed. One should
ot, however, expect an exact correspondence in the overall spectrum
hapes in experiment and simulation owing to the ∼80 MHz intervals
ccessed in experiment of a frequency spectrum with relatively fine
eaks and the probable small differences in geometry between exper-
ment and simulation. In addition, the simulations also have a finite
requency resolution (2.7 MHz), and may not accurately resolve nar-
ow peaks. The simulated acoustic field patterns corresponding to the
5

esonances at 252 and 394 MHz are shown in the insets of Fig. 5(b) and
d), respectively, both showing cavity confinement, as expected. These
mages show that although the experimentally probed frequencies at
41 and 402 MHz are off resonance, their acoustic field patterns appear
o be dominated by the nearby resonant peaks.

Figure 5(c) and (d) show the modulus of the phonon spectrum
veraged over an annulus of mean radius 47.5 μm (and thickness 5 μm),
.e., a distance ∼7𝑎 from the centre (𝑎 = hole spacing), as indicated by
he green ring in Fig. 5(c). The spectra of Fig. 5(c), (d) both show an
xpected dip around 230–320 MHz that spans the band gap, owing to
he propagation through the PC region (over a radial distance ∼5𝑎).

The frequency of the in-gap 252 MHz peak in the simulation is
xpected to depend on the geometry of the cavity, which supports a
ariety of resonances. For reference we performed a simulation on a
isc of radius 15 μm, with no holes, based on the identical slab thickness
nd crystal axes. The results (see the Supplementary Information) yield
similar radial dependence of the eigenmode fields. For the actual PC

ample used, energy can leak out from the cavity into the surrounding
C lattice. However, the 252 MHz peak in the simulation falls inside
he phononic band gap, so the observed strength of this peak can be
ttributed to efficient phonon confinement within the cavity at this
requency. Similar cavity resonances have previously been noted in PCs
ith defects [6,13,19–21]. This confinement is clear in Fig. 3 at 241
nd 322 MHz for both experiment (a) and simulation (c). Comparison
ith the modes of the disc show that the two modes close to 241 and
02 MHz are analogous to those with radial mode numbers 𝑛 = 2 and 3,
espectively, in the isotropic case (see the Supplementary Information).

.2. Quantitative analysis of the phononic confinement in the cavity

Cavity confinement can be quantified by monitoring the acoustic
ield as a function of the radial coordinate. Here we obtain a measure
f this confinement related to the acoustic energy contained in a region
onsisting of a disc bounded by a circle of radius 𝑅 by integrating
𝑢𝑧|

2 up to 𝑅 over the non-drilled area. Figure 6(a) and (b) show
lots corresponding to experiment and simulation, respectively. The
oundary of the cavity is provisionally defined as a circle of radius
0 = 15 μm [see Fig. 1(a)]. (This radius approximately corresponds to
he outside edge of the most centrally-placed holes.) The amplitude of
he curves in these plots is each normalized relative to their amplitude
t 𝑟0, thereby removing the effect of the frequency dependence of the
honon excitation (see the Supplementary Information). The plots are
ndicative of the integrated acoustic energy density increasing with the
ize of the sampling circle. For a point-excited isotropic homogeneous
ample at constant frequency, for radii sufficiently large compared
o the wavelength 𝜆, the in-plane acoustic field is expected to decay
s 1∕

√

𝑟 at radius 𝑟; a plot of acoustic energy within a radius 𝑅
(∝∫ (1∕𝑟) 2𝜋𝑟 𝑑𝑟) is therefore expected to be linear in 𝑅. (The inclu-
sion of ultrasonic attenuation only produces a negligible decrease in
the variation with 𝑅.) Although there are some differences between
experiment and simulation, in both cases for the gap or near-gap fre-
quencies 241 and 322 MHz there is a sharp kink at the cavity boundary
accompanied by a change in slope, justifying the ad hoc choice of the
cavity boundary and illustrating the role of the PC band gap. This sharp
change is also observed at ∼400 MHz in the experiment, but not in
the simulation. This difference can be accounted for if one considers
the small discrepancy in frequency between the high-Q resonance in
the experiment and in the simulation. Some intermediate frequencies
produce nearly linear curves in Fig. 6(a) and (b) (which would be
expected from a homogenized theory of the effect of the PC lattice),
although not at the lowest frequencies possibly because of the finite
size of the PC region.

In order to quantify the confinement effect revealed in Fig. 6(a) and
(b) in the frequency domain, we show in Fig. 6(c) and (d) the ratio of
the total acoustic intensity in the cavity region (𝑟 < 15 μm) to that

in a circular region of radius 55 μm (∼8𝑎) for both experiment and
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simulation, respectively, evaluated from the integral of |𝑢𝑧|
2. A ratio

of 1 would correspond to the case in which all the acoustic energy
is contained within the cavity. The plots show clear peaks near the
band gap in both cases, with a ratio of ∼0.8 for frequencies inside the
gap compared with ∼0.4 outside, demonstrating the strikingly effective
energy confinement within the band gap. The confinement can be
further quantified by extracting the radial decay constant 𝛼 of the field
in the PC as a function of frequency in the region 25 < 𝑟 < 55 μm,
sufficiently removed from the cavity edge to avoid fields in the cavity
interfering: |FT(𝑢𝑧)| ∝ (1∕

√

𝑟) exp(−𝛼𝑟), where FT denotes a temporal
Fourier transform. As expected, the decay constant is much greater in
the gap region: we extract 𝛼 ≈ 0.04 μm−1 in experiment at 241 MHz
(or 𝛼𝑎 ∼ 0.25), ≳4 times the value outside the gap. The simulated
value at this frequency, 𝛼 ≈ 0.1 μm−1, may be higher because of the
resence of homogeneities in the actual sample hole profile and owing
o the sensitivity of the response at this frequency close to a resonance.
Details and plots are given in the Supplementary Information.)

.3. Q factor of the main in-gap resonance

In this section we obtain by simulation the Q factor of the main
n-gap eigenmode, of most practical interest because of the extreme
coustic confinement. The Q factor can be calculated as follows for the
ransient decay of a system at the resonant frequency 𝑓0:

=
2𝜋𝑓0𝐸

𝑃
, (1)

here 𝐸 = 𝐸kin + 𝐸el is the sum of the one-cycle-averaged kinetic
nd elastic strain energies integrated over the system volume and 𝑃 =
flux + 𝑃atten is the power loss from the PC system (i.e., the acoustic
ode in question) owing to, respectively, the acoustic flux through

he boundary enclosing the system and the rate of energy loss owing
o ultrasonic attenuation at frequency 𝑓0. Here we define the system
o be a square of side 130 μm centred on the PC region. Even if the
xperimental frequency happened to tune precisely to a resonance, the
coustic field at the surface is not sufficient to determine the Q factor
rom Eq. (1). The simulations described previously do allow access to
he full 3D acoustic field, but, in spite of the better frequency resolution,
till lack that required to tune precisely to a resonance. However,
he Q factor can be obtained from simulations by use of a cosine2-
nvelope toneburst tuned to selectively excite an individual eigenmode,
nd allowing sufficient time for the system to stabilize afterwards. (We
hoose the envelope function 𝑓 (𝑡) = (1 − cos(2𝜋𝑡∕𝑇 ))2, where 𝑇 is the
otal toneburst duration.) Eq. (1) can then be evaluated by calculation
f 𝐸 and 𝑃 from the stress and strain tensor fields and from the acoustic
oynting vector. The power loss 𝑃flux𝛥𝑡 due to the acoustic energy flux
flux through each plane element on the boundaries in one time step
𝑡 is calculated from a knowledge of the energy flux in the ±𝑥 and ±𝑦
irections through the four planes perpendicular to the slab that bound
he PC region, where

flux = ±𝛥𝑦𝛥𝑧
∑

𝑖

∑

𝑗
𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑥 ± 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑧

∑

𝑖

∑

𝑗
𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑦 , (2)

nd 𝑖 and 𝑗 represent indices to label plane elements of sides made
p of two of the three lengths 𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑦, 𝛥𝑧 on the respective surfaces.
The ± signs are chosen according to the element location—see the
upplementary Information) The 𝑝’s are components of the Poynting
ector given by 𝑝𝑛 = −𝜎𝑛𝑚𝑢𝑚, where 𝜎𝑛𝑚 is the stress tensor and 𝑢𝑛
s the acoustic particle velocity vector. We calculate 𝐸(𝑡) using 𝐸 =
𝐸el + 𝐸kin = 1

2 ∫ (𝜎𝑛𝑚𝜖𝑛𝑚 + 𝜌𝐮2)𝑑3𝐫, where 𝜖𝑛𝑚 is the strain tensor
(see the Supplementary Information). This approach avoids the need
for Fourier analysis, which is impractical owing to the relatively long
mode lifetime (∼100 ns). In contrast, by use of a toneburst one can
selectively excite a single cavity mode and monitor its decay in the time
domain using a simulation window much smaller than the mode decay
time. Determining 𝑄 and the precise eigenmode frequency is possible
provided that no modes are excited other than the one of interest.
6

Fig. 7. Simulating energy loss processes and the Q factor. (a) Power-balance graph for
the 251.5 MHz toneburst simulation in the presence of ultrasonic attenuation, showing
the evolution of the stored energy in the system (green curve), the energy loss from
the system (pink curve), and the sum of the elastic energy, the strain energy and the
total integrated power loss (dashed blue curve). The energy loss includes both energy
flux through the boundary and loss through ultrasonic attenuation. (b) Q factor vs time
for the 251.5 MHz eigenmode as evaluated from Eq. (1). Inset: applied toneburst.

For the representative in-gap resonance that we previously identi-
fied at 252 MHz by the use of Fourier transforms, we find by an iterative
series of simulations that 251.5 MHz corresponds more accurately to
the eigenmode frequency closest to the corresponding in-gap simulated
peak. Our cosine2-envelope toneburst lasts for 180 periods, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 7(a) (and described in detail in the Supplementary
Information). Figure 7(a) shows plots of ∫ 𝑃 𝑑𝑡, 𝐸(𝑡) and their sum
calculated by simulation in the presence of ultrasonic attenuation,
using a toneburst centred on 251.5 MHz. For energy conservation to
be satisfied after the system stabilizes, 𝐸 and ∫ 𝑃 𝑑𝑡 should sum to a
constant value at all times, which is indeed the case to an accuracy
of ∼1%. As previously mentioned, there are two sources of energy
loss from the system that contribute to 𝑃 (𝑡): acoustic flow through the
system boundary and ultrasonic attenuation losses. Figure 7(b) shows
a plot of the corresponding Q factor vs time obtained by use of Eq. (1).
The convergence of this curve to a fixed value demonstrates that the
system starts to stabilize after the toneburst finishes, at which point the
energy in the vibrational response of the system is closely attributable
to a single eigenmode, allowing the extraction of a unique Q factor.

At 251.5 MHz we find 𝑄 = (2.98 ± 0.05) × 104. The correspond-
ing full peak width at half maximum (FWHM) value in intensity is
𝛥𝑓∼0.01 MHz. It is remarkable that to reliably determine the shape
of this resonance peak to find 𝑄 by a temporal Fourier transform,
one would need a time interval of at least ∼ 𝑄∕𝑓0 ∼ 80 μs, whereas
here by means of a quasi-monotone toneburst to excite only the single
eigenmode of interest, we achieve the same in ∼0.5 μs. Not only is the
saving in computation time huge, but in practice it would not be easy
to eliminate numerical errors to obtain high Q factors ≳104 using the
Fourier transform method.

Our in-gap result for 𝑄 at 251.5 MHz is consistent with previ-
ous experimental results obtained for 2D PCs up to GHz frequencies
at room temperature. Published values at such temperatures include
6.3 × 103 for a 2D PC slab at ∼130 MHz [6], 2 × 104 for a 2D PC
slab at ∼5 MHz [19], and 4.2 × 103 for a quasi 1D PC in a 2D PC
slab at ∼0.5 GHz [20]. Higher values, e.g. 4.9 × 1010 for a GHz nano-
acoustic resonator [33], are obtainable at ultra-low temperatures where
ultrasonic attenuation is greatly diminished.

In order to assess the influence of ultrasonic attenuation on the
Q factor, we further conducted simulations without attenuation (see

5
the Supplementary Information): we obtain 𝑄 = (4.9 ± 0.3) × 10 at
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251.5 MHz. This in-gap value of 𝑄, ∼16 times that for the attenuated
system, shows that for the fabricated PC structure the in-gap-resonance
Q factor is primarily limited by energy loss through ultrasonic atten-
uation. Clearly one could obtain arbitrarily higher values of 𝑄 in the
absence of attenuation by increasing the size of the PC region around
the cavity. In practice, to increase 𝑄 it would suffice to cool the sample
to lower the ultrasonic attenuation.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we experimentally image the acoustic field in a 2D
phononic-crystal cavity over a broad range of frequencies up to ∼1 GHz
by means of a time-resolved optical pump-probe technique. We analyse
our results in real space in both the time and frequency domains as
well as in 𝐤-space. Comparison with finite-element simulations using
impulsive excitation confirms the presence of a wide phononic band
gap between 230 and 320 MHz, in agreement with the simulated dis-
persion relation. The acoustic fields at 241 and 322 MHz measured in
the vicinity of this band gap exhibit strong localization in the cavity.
The simulations also reveal a pronounced resonance at ∼252 MHz,
lying inside the band gap, arising from the trapping of acoustic energy
within the cavity region in a quasi 𝑛 = 2 mode, where 𝑛 is the
radial mode number of an isotropic disc of similar diameter. Other
simulated resonances include one at ∼400 MHz in a quasi 𝑛 = 3 mode,
which we assume to be associated with the dominant response observed
experimentally because of the coincidental proximity of this resonance
to an integral multiple of the laser repetition frequency. Radial plots of
the acoustic intensity show a pronounced kink at the cavity boundary at
the above experimental frequencies for strong localization, and phonon
spectra extracted at the centre of the cavity and near the edge of the
PC region further demonstrate the prominent role of the band gap in
the spatial decay, which is quantitatively derived as an attenuation
constant. The Q factor of the inside-gap ∼252 MHz resonance peak is
found by simulation using a method involving toneburst excitation to
be 𝑄 ∼ 30000, limited primarily by ultrasonic attenuation.

This work thus establishes wideband phonon imaging and its com-
parison to simulations as an important tool in quantifying the acoustic
eigenstate 2D spatial extent and energy localization in 2D PC cavities.
Our approaches in both experiment and simulation, crucially involving
omnidirectional phonon propagation, should be applicable to a variety
of such cavities, and help reveal the factors contributing to their
ability to store acoustic energy. Applications are expected in elucidating
the response of surface-phonon based sensors and filters [13,55], and
potentially in vibrational energy harvesting [7,14,23]. Moreover, the
imaging of PC cavities should provide informative feedback to the
photonic case, and lead to joint optical and acoustic imaging studies
where phonons and photons are simultaneously confined in 2D on
microscopic scales [30,56,57].
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